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Abstract. As the urgent need for efficient and sustainable energy usage becomes ever more apparent, interest in Smart Homes is on the rise.
The SESAME-S project (SEmantic SmArt Metering - Services for Energy Efficient Houses) uses semantically linked data to actively assist
end-consumers in making well-informed decisions and controlling their
energy consumption. By integrating smart metering and home automation functionality, SESAME-S works to effectively address the potential
mass market of end consumers with an easily customizable solution that
can be widely implemented in domestic or business environments, with
an expected savings of over 20% from the total energy bill. The developed system is a basis for conceptualizing, demonstrating and evaluating
a variety of innovative end consumer services and their user interface
paradigms. In this paper, we present the SESAME-S system as a whole
and discuss the semantically-enabled services, demonstrating that such
systems may have broad acceptance in the future. The data obtained
through such systems will be invaluable for future global energy efficiency strategies and businesses.
Keywords: Smart Home, Smart Meter, Sensors, Semantics, Knowledge
Acquisition, Policies, Energy Efficiency, Services, Data, User Interfaces
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Introduction

Rising energy costs have created an increased need for energy efficient systems,
and an increased demand for energy-saving solutions around the world. To respond to these rapidly growing markets of energy efficiency, our work focuses on
the design of highly personalized services based on a sensor and smart meterenabled data intensive smart home system and building automation.
Energy efficiency remains a topic of growing importance. According to the
Analyst Briefing Presentation on the Global Smart Homes Market held on 27th
May 2010, the Global Smart Homes market “is estimated to be $13.4 billion
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by 2014, growing at a CAGR of 16.5% from 2009 to 2014. The smart homes
market is segmented into products and services markets which are expected to
grow at a CAGR of 16.3% and 17% respectively”5 . Achieving a 20% reduction
in primary energy use by 2020 through improved energy efficiency is one of
the key measures of the 20-20-20 targets to keep CO2 emissions under control,
and includes the well-known introduction of smart meters on a European-wide
basis, to be implemented within the next few years [4]. A recently set even more
ambitious EU’s goal is to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% by 2050 [3].
Success in applied services-driven research and industrial settings largely depends on the ability to identify promising directions and technologies and to
invest in those that will eventually lead to economically viable services or products. In this work, we focus on designing and evaluating end consumer energy
efficient services that are grounded on and perform fine-granular processing of
semantic linked data, unleashing the current large commercialization potential
of semantic data. Specifically, we analyse the end-consumer acceptance of a semantic smart home system enabling energy efficiency.
Semantic data stem from the Semantic Web [9], which represents the next
generation World Wide Web, where information is published and interlinked
in order to facilitate the exploitation of its structure and semantics (meaning)
for both humans and machines. To foster the realization of the Semantic Web,
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) developed a unified metadata model
(RDF), ontology languages (RDF Schema and OWL variants), and query languages (e.g., SPARQL). Research in the past several years has been primarily
concerned with the definition and implementation of these languages, the development of accompanying ontology technologies, and applications in various
domains, as well as currently, on publishing, linking and consuming Linked Open
Data 6 . This work has been very successful, and semantic web technologies are
being increasingly adopted by mainstream corporations and governments (for
example by the UK and USA governments) and in several fields of science (for
example, life sciences or astronomy).
Also major search engine providers such as Google have recognized the benefits of using semantic data [15]. Recently, they have launched new services that
leverage semantic data on the Web to improve the end user search experience.
There are also ongoing research efforts and projects on how these technologies
can be beneficial for the field of energy and smart homes, e.g. publishing the
energy companies-related data as linked open energy data 7 .
The state of the art in energy efficiency systems indicates a severe need
for intelligent or semantic data processing in energy management. Some of the
requirements are: “to enable rapid response to changes in regulation and competition” or “to provide tools that will expedite the flow of business information
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to the critical decision-making processes and support enterprise value optimization”[6].
Our SESAME smart home system software and the services based on it,
leverages semantic technology allowing the system to be personalized, intuitive,
with very short response time, interoperable with different devices and easy to
extend, maintain and upgrade. Furthermore, in SESAME-S [8], we go a step
further, installing this system in real buildings and testing it with active users.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the works related
to our paper, as well as our motivation and approach. In Section 3, we discuss our
energy management hardware and software design, including the use of semantic
technologies. In Section 4, we show the implemented end consumer services, and
in Section 5 we present the evaluation and results. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and summarizes our paper.

2

Related Work and Motivation

In this section, we relate to other most characteristic relevant approaches, products and services of a similar character as the system which we have developed.
Regarding innovative hardware settings, currently Apple is pioneering smart
plugs [1] followed by other innovative startups8 , and Cisco is manufacturing a
Home Energy Controller9 able to connect and control a large variety of heterogeneous devices. Cisco is applying these tools in pilot projects under the Connected
Urban Development initiative10 , particularly in Madrid. Research-oriented developments have also demonstrated efficiency of specific targeted non-semantic
solutions, for example, home controlling via operation of a ZigBee communication interface [13].
Regarding software development, start-up companies developing mobile services for building automation already exist in the US and Germany [7]. Google’s
PowerMeter11 also provides energy efficiency services for end-consumers, based
on the technical infrastructure of certain providers and manufacturers with
whom they have partnerships. However, Google’s Power Meter was retired in
summer 2011 due to the fact that the “efforts have not scaled as quickly as we
would have liked”, the latter caused presumably by the high entry barrier to the
platform restricted by B2B agreements. Pachube12 is a platform for supporting data streams in general, and it is currently comprised of certain individual
data streams relevant to energy usage in particular; however it provides neither
smart home hardware nor energy efficiency services. Yet the sensor data collected with the SESAME user interfaces can be streamed in Pachube or similar
semi-structured or semantic environments.
8
9
10
11
12

AlertMe: http://www.alertme.com/products/energy/how-it-works
Cisco’s Home Energy Controller: http://www.cisco.com/web/consumer/products/hem.html
Connected Urban Development: http://www.connectedurbandevelopment.org
Google’s PowerMeter: http://www.google.com/powermeter
Real-Time Open Data Web Service for the Internet of Things - Pachube, 2011,
https://pachube.com. It has been sold to LogMeIn in summer 2011 for ca. 15 million
USD, URL: https://investor.logmein.com/releasedetail.cfm?releaseid=592763
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Among approaches of research origin, similar semantically enabled demotic
systems have been constructed [10], but user interface and acceptance aspects
have yet to be investigated there. Also purely Web-based services and interfaces for energy awareness have been designed, however, without connections to
sensors and smart homes [17]. As soon as semantically enabled platforms for
mashing up sensor data [11] become readily available, our system and interfaces
would facilitate the provisioning of smart home and energy data.
The technical advantages or differences between our services and those aforementioned are primarily due to three key factors:
1. Delivering a flexible, easily extendable solution addressing a mass market
of end-consumers with a system that comprises sensor, smart metering and
controlling support, as well as services.
2. Relying on efficient operation and commercialization on the basis of semantic
linked data enabling automated management and forecasting capabilities.
3. The end-user services would be more personalized, context aware and more
attractive to the end user than the potential competitors. A system like
Cisco’s does not allow residents to control all the appliances in their house.
By contrast, this consolidated control feature has been implemented in the
SESAME system. User’s primary interest in saving energy is very much
in accordance with earlier studies conducted in different settings - in the
form of a game on Facebook social network [14]. However, the studies with
the demonstrator were more tangible and also made users contemplate the
complexity and cost of the system.
As mentioned in the previous section, the markets addressed by energy efficient end consumer services are growing rapidly. The produced services would
eventually be addressed to heterogeneous B2B and B2C user groups. For the
energy efficient smart home services, the primary target group is:
1. individual private apartments, public buildings and factories, and construction companies, due to introduction of the house energy consumption awareness system, enacting remote device controlling and end-user mobile services.
2. electrical appliance and device manufacturers and resellers, due to the possibility of exposing targeted advertisements based on vital user statistics
3. energy distribution companies, due to the collection of real-time energy consumption data in the house which can be used for forecasting peaks, etc.

3

Architecture Design & Implementation

The hardware-oriented architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. The
demonstrator integrates a variety of components, such as real smart meters,
different types of sensors and actuators, as well as a simulator that can flexibly
integrate virtual appliances (such as the washing machine) and facilitate the
study of real-life situations. Its portable version is shown in Figure 2. The system
also integrates a simulator of external utility Web services (tariffs) and relevant
Internet services such as the weather forecaster. This particular architecture was
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chosen due to its use of low-cost components, scalability, and ability to integrate
with existing components such as smart meters deployed by energy providers.

Fig. 1. SESAME system architecture

Fig. 2. SESAME portable demonstrator

The prototype demonstrator is a mobile metal case containing the hardware
(smart meters, LEDs, fans, sockets, etc.). The state of the electrical devices
(physical and virtual) is shown in the front panel, which illustrates a real home
setup. The demonstrator allows for the debugging of hardware and software as
well as all the main SESAME’s system algorithms. Using this software and hardware model gives us the opportunity to simulate the real smart home systems in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of technology for smart homes. It also enables
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the possibility of further innovations in the implementation of modern control
algorithms for smart energy efficiency systems.
3.1

Hardware Layer

Hardware monitors environment sensor data (temperature, humidity, light, energy consumptions etc.) and is also capable of controlling in-house systems (heating, cooling, water supply, computers). Our test installation currently controls
computers through a Power Management Service (PMS). Installed components
include a PMS to control computers, light, temperature and humidity sensors,
plugwise smart plugs13 for monitoring and controlling plugged devices, an android based tablet for monitoring the services and several android mobile apps
for monitoring as well as controlling devices.
A simple scalable controller (TeleCont) was used to increase the number of
compatible third-party devices in SESAME system, and to include the low-cost
equipment without the specific digital interface.
It has various types of input signals (analog, digital, relay output) for data
acquisition. TeleCont processes obtained data and transmits it via Ethernet to
the router (Gibraltar). It provides a secured tunnel to the end-user. Devices with
an Ethernet port can directly connect to the router.
The demonstrator is being used for initial evaluation of hardware and software solutions and for SESAME’s marketing purposes. Real-life situations are
being simulated by semantically enabled software.
Inside the building the controller collects the data from sensors for a specific
flat in real applications and transmits them via Ethernet to the central control
point for data processing. The controller also has a scalable set of add-on modules that can be used to connect different actuators and sensors (temperature,
humidity, light). It enables remote control of general house process equipment
and provides the fastest response in case of emergency (flooding, fire, etc.).
3.2

Software Layer

Semantically enabled software makes automated decisions based on data coming
from the physical and virtual devices, system users and utilities. Using semantic
models and communication technology, it links the hardware layer with the end
user interfaces of services. For the purpose of managing and using benefits of
the smart home, the developed software is easy to use, intuitive, with a very
short response time, interoperable with different devices and easy to maintain
and upgrade. OWLIM semantic repository 14 is being used for storing live data
available from school building in the form of RDF triples. Various applications
built for the SESAME system use data queried from this triple store to provide
several services discussed later. The SESAME system software, in particular, is
responsible for:
13
14

www.plugwise.com
http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
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downloading tariff profiles from utility public locations on the Web;
communication with sensors and actuators in the house;
smart meter data acquisition through the data concentrator;
managing and administrating the whole system and
reasoning on the data received.

In the following sections, we explain the unerlying ontologies, rules and their
execution, as well as the 3 types of the user interface services evaluated.
3.3

SESAME Ontologies

SESAME uses an ontology-based modeling approach to describe an energy-aware
home and the relationships between the objects and actors within its control
scenario. The main components of the SESAME ontology expressed in OWL are
Automation Ontology, Meter Data Ontology and Pricing Ontology [16].
SESAME Automation Ontology includes a number of general concepts
such as Resident and Location, and concepts in the automation and in the energy domain, such as Device, and Configuration. To model different types of
control functionality, the SESAME ontology introduces the Configuration class,
which has two subclasses: Activity (or automation activity) and EnergyPolicy.
An Activity connects Appliance, Sensor and UI Device into a joint task. A ContextBased Activity can provide regulation of different types, e.g. regulation on
time, occupancy of location, threshold value. For this purpose it includes properties including thresholds and scheduled times.
SESAME Meter Data Ontology is based on the DLMS standard model
[2] for meter data modeling. The DLMS/COSEM specification defines a data
model and communication protocols for data exchange with the metering equipment. With the set of interface classes (e.g., Register, Activity Calendar, Clock)
and a set of instances of these classes, the meter acts as a server and publishes
its data to the utilities, customers or providers which can access the meter data
as clients. A published measured object has its unique OBIS code that consists
of 6 numbers. OBIS naming is used in logical name (LN) referencing.
In this ontology, stored data is divided in three major types. Every type of
data can give user different information. For example “Register” keeps all data
the about active/reactive (+/-) current average power, active/reactive (+/-) energy, voltage, current, THD, cosφ, active/reactive (+/-) maximum power for defined period; “Configuration Data” keeps information about status of the meter,
status of every measured data, last calibration date; “Clock” keeps information
about time and time parameters on the meter.
SESAME Pricing Ontology captures the concept for making energyaware decision and selecting the optimal tariff model for specified time and
energy load. This ontology is based on following classes: SelectonCriteriaPonders
is a reasoning configuration class that has only one instance and its properties
represents ponders (significance of a criteria in choosing optimal tariff model);
Provider and EnergyType classes represent providers and energy types which
are available choices for decision making; TariffModel represent tariff models to
which the customer is subscribed; DeviceWorkingTime for device start time.
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The pricing Ontology is used for creating the schedule for turning on and off
devices that are high energy consumers through use of data from Tariff plans
and Resident preferences. The main class in this ontology is DecisionSet which
is prepared for ontology from external processes. It contains all possible combinations of tariff providers, tariffs and prices per each 15-minutes time interval,
on which the ontology will, using preferences as ponders, make a decision. The
decision contains data about which tariff plan at that time is most appropriate
for use by big consumers (appliances) in the house.
3.4

SESAME Rules and Policies

Policy-based decision-making mechanisms in SESAME are the part of the policy infrastructure. Policies complement the knowledge base realized with the
described ontologies and capture configuration of the system and preferences of
users in respect to the system behavior. They are input for reasoning, specify
more complex business logic and activation and orchestration of corresponding
services. The SESAME project has designed three paradigms of user interfaces
for energy end consumer services:
– Touch screen interfaces for settings control, activity scheduling (HAN) (Figure 3);
– User profile -based policy recommendation and creation (EPR) (Figure 4);
– Interface for the acquisition of arbitrary policies employing the ontology
concepts (PAT) [18] (Figure 5).

Fig. 3. SESAME touch-screen interface, HAN

The functioning of the SESAME system, specifically in terms of energy saving, critically depends on the quality of the installed policies or rules; however
creation of more complex rules may overwhelm an ordinary user. Therefore, in
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Fig. 4. SESAME interface EPR

Fig. 5. Policy Acquisition Tool, PAT

the SESAME system, the creation of policies is designed as a two-stage process:
(1) specific system-level policies are automatically created based on the current ontology and the knowledge base, keeping the system flexible and open for
changes, (2) through a user-friendly graphical interface the end customer specifies user-created policies (preferences) regarding the energy-aware environmental
control by integrating system-level policies. By being offered to just select from
the set of recommended rules, the user is guarded from unintentional errors or
wrong decisions.
System-level policies are classified into the energy-management rules and
automation rules. Energy-management rules are executed after automation rules
to verify the automation decision based on energy constraints. For example, after
the automation rule set the status of Appliance on “isToBeSwitchedOn” the
energy management rule, which acts on the Tariff information, can set up the
activation parameter to “switch on”. System-level rules are created by “power
users” well acquainted with the model of the devices and activities. System
vendors can also create such rules in which case they automatically come when
the devices are installed in the environment.
Power-user interactions for creation of preferences and policies are supported through a graphical user interface towards a rule engine, a reasoning
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tool which can assist in defining coherent system-level automation and energy
policies (such as the Policy Acquisition Tool (PAT) in Figure 5).
The end-user interface for a “normal user” is a “user-friendly cockpit” through
which the user is granted control over the system, and gets informed about his
context. To control the SESAME system, user designs policies by selecting, combining and inserting system-level policies into the system. In the “cockpit” the
energy usage is visualized based on a pre-selection of measurable values available through real time readings coming from various devices. Overlays of energy
consumption graphs from different weeks or days are a common way to show the
user how his/her semantic policies changed his overall consumption and cost.
Comparing consumption patterns with friends over the Internet and sharing of
semantic policies may establish itself as a means to optimize energy usage by
leveraging other people experience. Visualizing may also illustrate CO2 footprint
and monetary impact.
Ontology reasoning is based on SWRL and SQWRL rules that are applied
using the Jess Rule Engine [5]. Reasoning in this ontology consists of a set of
rules that oversees the schedule of activities, presence/absence in the room and
turning on / turning off devices, depending on the desired state of environment.
To appeal individually to each user of the SESAME system, a more personalized approach to policy creation was envisaged. This user profile paradigm for
policy construction takes into account the fact that a user might not always know
what exactly he/she wants from the system or how best to optimize his/her resources using system policies. These observations formed the basis for creation of
a web based policy construction/edition tool, the Energy Policy Recommender
(EPR) which would take into account resident behavior in coming up with policy
suggestions suited best to his/her habits. User information is gathered through
a questionnaire inspired from the experimental feedback of a study conducted
on two real home users [12]. The user is then presented with a set of policies
that we predefine, keeping in mind the capabilities of the SESAME system and
instantiated according to his/her individual profile (Figure 4). Most of these
policies also represent potential savings in terms of cost in Euro per day which
can be achieved through the application of the respective policies.
Primarily, the three user interfaces discussed were oriented on the acquisition of house automation rules from the end users. We conducted user studies
displaying a high level of acceptance and the high expectations that users have
from such energy efficient interfaces for smart home systems and services. All
three interfaces were tested by users and found to have an acceptable level of
accessibility, with the EPR ranking highest for clarity, intuitiveness and ease of
use.

4

Evaluation and Results

In this section, we present the evaluation of the prototype, namely, the goals of
the user study, and its set up and procedure, as well as the outcomes. The goals
of the user study were as follows:
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– To investigate the users’ attitudes towards employing energy efficiency services for smart homes, and application and commercialization preferences
for such services;
– To estimate the service approach and practices preferred by the potential
users.

Fig. 6. Acceptance of the system

We presented the demonstrator to the research and industry public in demo
booths at the I-Semantics’10 (September 1-3, 2010, Graz, Austria) and ESTC‘10
(December 1-2, 2010, Vienna, Austria) conferences. A feedback form on the system was designed and distributed to the booth’s visitors following the demonstration, and we received 28 completed questionnaires in response.
The user trials and questionnaire feedback and their outcomes are summarized in the following subsections of this section. The questions were multiplechoice in nature where respondents were allowed to choose more than one of the
given options as their answer.
Question 1: Which functionalities of the system do you find particularly useful?
The most popular functionality of the system (22 votes) seemed to be the
ones that allowed them to plan and control their energy consumption in the most
efficient way and compare various tariffs available. 15 respondents also liked the
function of setting the desired state of devices in the house and that of the
system automatically responding to changes in the environmental conditions of
various locations in the house.
Question 2: Which of the following decisions would you delegate to the system?
The most popular functionality in this case (23 votes) was the one allowing
the users to manage various stand-by devices (e.g. switching them off) in the
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Fig. 7. Minimum expected savings from the system

house. Around 17 respondents also showed their interest in delegating certain
security tasks to the system like getting an alert when somebody enters their
home, etc. Other decisions that most users would allow to be delegated were
appliance scheduling(14 votes) and air-conditioning(17 votes).
Question 3: Do you think you would use this or a similar system regularly in the
future? If yes, how much money (in %) would such system need to save you so
that you get it installed and run in your house? (Figures 6, 7)
Around 21 respondents rated their willingness to use such a system between 1
and 3 (1 = yes, 5 = no), while 5 others were not sure about it. Only 4 respondents
showed a relatively lower confidence level of 4/5 in their willingness to use such
a system, showing that the users generally liked the system and the concept
behind it.
To the amount of savings they would expect from such a system, we received
a largely mixed response with 8 respondents expecting up to 20% savings while 5
each expecting 10% and 15% respectively. Another 4 expected up to 30% savings
from such a system. This indicates that although users do expect the system to
save energy/cost for them, their expectations vary between individuals.
Question 4: If you would have to purchase a semantic smart metering system
yourself, how much would you spend on such a system? (Figure 8)
Just as in the previous question, we concluded that the preference of the
amount of money to be paid by the respondents for such a system and the
choice of the mode of payment (monthly/yearly) varies over a broad range.
Question 5: Can you imagine using such system in the future for managing larger
facilities (e.g. offices, schools, factories etc.)? (Figure 9)
23 of the respondents were very confident of the prospects of such a system
being used in larger facilities with 15 individuals, 8 of whom gave a confidence
rating of 1 and 2 (1 = yes, 5 = No) respectively as their answer. Only 3 of
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Fig. 8. Expected investment on the system by private households

them answered with a lower confidence rating (of 4/5) while 2 others were not
sure about it. We can thus successfully infer that in general people do foresee automated systems like SESAME being used to control large buildings and
installations in the future.

5

Conclusions and Outlook

Semantically enabled technology offering energy optimization for efficient home
and business applications is a rapidly emerging market in Europe. This paper presented the system SESAME, a semantics-enabled platform for energyefficiency applications, discussing in detail ontologies, rules as well as the end
consumer services. We used communications, services and semantic technology
to accomplish a flexible system with automatic reasoning and a variety of innovative user interfaces that can stimulate and facilitate users in their more
responsible use of energy. We conducted user studies displaying a high level of
acceptance and the high expectations that users have from such energy efficient
smart home systems and services. Hence, we see a high potential for such technology as a basis for energy efficient strategies of the future, especially if services
are user friendly and easy to operate. Currently, the SESAME-S system is being installed in two real-life pilot buildings, where we refine the technology to
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Fig. 9. Approval of system being used in larger facilities

prove its operational feasibility and market expectations. The system has been
adapted to the real building settings and installed in two real buildings: at a
school in Kirchdorf, Austria and a factory floor at Chernogolovka, Russia, with
the user trials ongoing in April-June 2012.
The collected and semantically represented data has a large potential for
being combined, extended and reuse for numerous scenarios and parties, such as
grid operators seeking the balance on their smart grids, utilities, looking after
optimal energy trading prices - based on real, and not synthetic user profiles,
and municipalities, looking for more information about the citizens. Mechanisms
to adequately access and commercialize such data within services (in particular,
complying with the rigid security and privacy requirements typical for smart
home use cases) are certainly among the next most relevant research questions.
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